
Mr. ] onathan G. Katz

Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission

450 Fifth Sb'eet, N. W.

Washington, DC 20549-0609

RE: File Number 87-20.04

Dear Mr. Katz :

The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) lPJXeciates the ~tunity to comment
on the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) proposed rule on Certain Thrift
Institutions Deemed not to be Investment Advisers <PI'OPOSaI).l Although the Proposal
purportedly addIases the inequitable treabDcnt of thrifts vis-'-vis banks and investment

advisers under the Investment Advison Act of 1940 (1AA), the Proposal fails to provide

any meaningful relief to thrift institutions.

Specifically, of the approximately 130 thrifts that have applied for and received
trost powers from OTS, 47 institutions are currently registered with the SEC as

investment advisers. Not one ofd»ese 47 thrifts would be able to deregister as an

inVesbnent adviser unda: dle Proposal ~~ on their CUrIa1t ~ ~vity- fact

made clear to the SEC Commissioners by the SEC staff during deliberations on the

Proposal during the SEC's April 28, 2004, meeting.2 Given that the Proposal provides no
regulatory bmden relief to dIese existing thrifts, it is unclear what is ~mplished by the
proposed rulemaking-the application of the IAA remains anything but charter neutraJ.

If the Proposal is finalized in its current fonn, bank5-but not thrifts-will remain
exempt ftom lAA registration. This will occur despite the fact that competing banks and
thrifts may engage in the same types of activities covered by the 1AA, and are subject to

subslantiaJly similar supervision with rapec:t to these activities. The ineq~ is equally
glaring when viewed from the penpective oflAA-registered thrifts competing with other

registered investment advisers. While registered investment advisers will be subject only

I. 69 Fed. RIa. 25778 (May 7. 2004).
2. The SEC 1t8ft'8dviIed ~ COI8IIIiu~ th8t noDI of the dlriftl aftend)' r-.iI8ered , die 1M would be
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to the requirements oftbe 1M, 1M-registered thrifts will continue to be required to

satisfy two sets of duplicative, overlapping and wholly redundant regulatory schemes
with respect to their investment adviser activities. By the SEC's own admission, this will

occur as a result of an historical anomaly. As the SEC notes in its preamble to the

Proposal :

The absence of a thrift exception in the [lAA] can, we believe, be explained

by historical context. When Congress enacted the (1AA] Act in 1940,

federal savings associations, for example, were not authorized to provide

the types of services d18t would subject diem to d1e Act. It was not until

1980 that Congress gave federal savings associations the audlority to
provide trust services, including the authority to act as an investment

adviser. Today, thrifts may be granted trust powers similar to those of

national banks. Such thrift tnIst activities also are subject to similar
regulation and supervision by [OTS]. When they Ia'Ve as trustees, thrifts
and banks are both also subject to state trust laws}

As detailed below, die practical effect oftbe Proposal is to pIKe lAA-registered

thrifts--and those considering engaging in comprehensive trost acdvities--in a dilemma
requiring a choice that Congress clearly intended to avoid when it exempted banks from

IAA registtation. This requires thrifts either to take on the substantial costs and
additional regulatory burden required by IAA registration in ordeI' to offer full-scale tnJSt
services to their customers, or to forego such activities and mlrlinalize dleir trust
operations by conceding this business to their bank competitors or other registered
investment advisers.4 Either choice carries with it a cost for thrifts not borne by their
bank or investment adviser competitors.

Regarding the impact on other registered investment advisen of exempting thrifts
from 1M registratio~ the SEC notes in its preamble to the Proposal that two groups of

investment advisen oppose this based on the fact that "expanded relief would diminish
investor protection by eliminating important safeguards that the [IAA] provides to
advisory cliCII~ would be inconsistent with principles offunct ional regulation, and
would create an unfair competitive advantage for thrifts.'" On the flnt two points-
diminished investor protection and functional regulation-Congress has already satisfied

3. 69 Fed. 2mI. 2$7'79.
4. A dlild option, of ~ II for . ~ to conwrt to . bak d8t8r in ord. 10 avail _If of die filii 1M

~ion. See dilCl8ioa 8; - I 0 - ~1aPIftyI'" ~

5. 69 Fed. ... 25771, ~.
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itself that this argwncnt is without merit with IQ~ to banks. Morcover, it is unclear

what in the way of investor protections or functional regulation will be gained by having
banks or other investment advisers assume the trust activities of thrifts that elect to
jettison trust accounts to avoid IAA registration.

With respect to investor protecti~ OTS examines the investment and sealrities

activities of thrifts the same way as the other federal banking agencies (FBAs) examine
the same bank activities-with thrift and bank customers equally well-protected. Banks

and thrifts are subject to substantially similar customa' protectioos widt iQ-pcct to the
activities covered by the IAA registration requirements-which in iarae part are based on
die SEC's own customer protection rules. Moreover, OTS, like the other FBAs,
examines all ~ of an institution's operations--including trust activities subject to

IAA registration for thrift5-annually for larger institutions (and at least every 18 mondts
for smaller institutions). This is at least u frequent as dIe SEC's current review ofIAA-

registered investment advisen and significantly more comprehensive given that the FBAs
must explore all aspects of an institution's activities and operations. In addition, like the

other FBAs, between periodic safety and soundness exams OTS maintains ongoing
supervisory contact with the institutions we regulate.

As stated in the SEC's own words from d1e preamble to dIe SEC's May 2001
interim final rule extending broker-dealer parity to thrifts, "insured savings associations

are subject to a similar regulatory stnlctm'e and examination standards IS banks. We find

that extending the exemption for banks to savings associations and savings banks is
necessary or appropriate in dIe public interest and is consistent widt dIe protection of
investors.'"

Regarding functional regulation, section III oftbe Oramm-Leach-Bliiey Act
(GLBA) squarely addresses this issue.? Pursuant to section S(cX4XA) of the Bank

Holding Company Act (BHCA). as ~dded by section Ill. d1e SEC is authorized to

regulate the securities activities conducted in a functionally regulated subsidiary of a
depository institution. Section 111 further provides, however, in BHCA section
S(cXSXA). that a "functionally regulated subsidiary" does not include a "depository
institution" itself. Thus. but for being subject to registration IS an investment adviser

under the 1M. the prec~ of functional regulation set forth in d1e GLBA would clearly
preclude the SEC from any involvement or oversight of a thrift.s tnlst activities or

Opa'8tions. If it has any effect, the principles of functional regulation set forth in section

6. "Fed 2m9. 27788 (M8)' II. 2001).
7. MlicLaw 106-102,113 S18t.1331,1362 (NGY~ 12.1999).
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III are intended to avoid duplicative oversight and regulation
activities by the SEC.

On the final issue of an unfair competitive advantag~ it is disingenuous to make
the argument that a competitor should be subject to the exact same regulatory
requirements in the name of competitive equity when the rault clearly subjects the
competitor-in this case, tbriftl-to a duplicative, overlapping and wholly red\mdant
regulatory regime not borne by the investment adviseR making the argument. There
clearly is an unfair competitive advantage. but it is the application of a full-scale
exemption for thrifts, not a limitation on the authority. that will restore competitive
equity.

When Con~ authorized thrifts to engage in tnIst activities in 1980, the

authorization included Congress's stated intent that thrifts have the "ability to offer trust
services on die same basis as national banks."" Although thrifts have substantially the
same trust powers as national banks, their ability to offer trust services pursuant to this

authority remains, almost 2S years later, not on the same basis as national banks.

While banks (along with trust companies and bank holding companies) are exempt
from registtation under the 1M,9 thrifts that provide die same trust and investment

advisory services-subject to substantially similar regulatory oversight of such
activities-remain subject to 1M registration despite ongoing efforts during the last four

years to address this competitive inequity. Based on information available to OTS, the

bW'den imposed 011 thrifts is significant. Thrifts have indicated that costs, including

registration fees, preparation and mailing of custody lettcn, the maintenance and update
of SEC forms, personnel licensing fees, and audit requirements, are substantial. In

addition, management and legal counsel must devote many hours to issues raised by

duplicative SEC supervision, examination and oversight. An infonnal survey of the

largest 1M -registered thrifts indicates aggregate annual lAA costs ranging from $ 7 S , 000

to $S 18,200. Cumulatively, millions of dollars are spent annually by these institutions to
satisfy what amounts to a redundant supervisory scheme under the lAA.

I. S "'.. 13 (I~ ;+'-" 1- U.s.C.CA.M. 2AI.
9. JAA f 202(8)1 IXA)'

of depositoryinsti!Uti 0 n
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In addition to these IAA-related costs, thrifts pay mmual assessments to OTS,

incur examination and auditing costs required by OTS, and spend significant resources
monitoring the tn1st and related activities of thrifts, as rcquired by OTS directives.

Thus, while banks incur the latter supervisory and regulatory costs L1SOciated with
their ongoing trost operations, and registered investment advison pay the former lAA-
related costs, thrifts opting to engage in trust powen that include investment advisory

services are subject to both sets of costs and are regulated by two agencies that supervise
and examine the exact same activities.

Over the last five years, some previously OTS-regu18ted thrifts have converted to
banks (or to state chartered trust companies) to avoid the 1M registration requirement. to

In additi~ some institutions have avoided opting for a thrift charter in the first place
because of the IAA registration requirement. For any institution contemplating a trust

operation strategy, lAA registration is a significant factor in weighing their charter

choice-an issue recognized by Chairman Donaldson during discussions among the
Commissioners and staff at the SEC's meeting on the PI'Oposal.tt

In July 2000, in an effmt to stem this problem, U.S. Senator Evan Bayb offered an
amendment before the Senate Banking Committee to extend the 1AA exemption to

thrifts. 12 At the time, the SEC assured Senator Bayh and the Committee that legislation

was not needed to resolve the issue since the SEC could addras the problem by

extending pari~ to thrifts via an administrative rulemaking to exempt these institutions

from the IAA.I Since January 200 I, there has been extensive con-espondence, as well as
numerous meetings and telephone calls. between OTS and the SEC aimed at fulfilling the

commitment made to Senator Bayh and the Committee to implement a rule granting full
exemptive relief to thrifts under the IAA. Notwithstanding this considerable effort and in
spite of the substantial resources that both OTS and the SEC have dedicated to attaining

10. Aa)G8 die ... of ~ W8 ,~ a-. - on ,...a..d *iA .-vvid.. .. - ~ - -- - . - -::-.-

1erYica, - 8pptied ~ die SEC in 1999 for .. ldminil8l'lliw exempcion ft'OIn thllAA. 11Ie Ipplicadoa wa

wiII a-.-wii Ik diICUIIk8 w. SEC ltatl'made it cle8f mat k wou&d be denied. Sbortly thereafter, RellaStir

~~ ~ a ~".:.:;-~I .. 8Id i~i-'-': ftIU ~-¥" reticf I8Id8' die 1M. A""" of od.- ~~='".:.:;-~ haw
followed at ~ ~ 1M -- - v~::;:~~ of 1M r II. Cc;.n.78iia of SEC Cbajrft8, wm. Donaldson, 81 dte April 21, 2004, SEC n.ciIII d* ~ PrOPC8i.

12. See ~ of5el8or EV8 Bayh before die SeRIte Bankina Committee during conalderltion of the
C,.;~~JIi" M8t8I &.-v-. Ad. S. 2107 (July 13,2000) «<'PY --=W).

13. ~.. ~ SECts_iIky ~ iiiii'Yidi ~~~" reUefID *IftI d8 is equml.- ~ dIM ota 1AA f

2O2(aXIIXF} ~ dte SEC m cxcepI tom the deftnitiml of"la~ Idvi-" (ad 1:-1iI-ef\,.-. tom aII-
provision ortbe Act) "1UCh ... ~ not within b intent ofdtis Plrl8J'8Ph, u the Commluion n8Y -ian- by

nI8 - ~ or or8."
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this objective, the goal of meaningful relief for thrifts under the IAA remains as elusive
today as it was four years ago.

Instead of meaningful relief, the Proposal provides a narrow IAA exemption to

thrifts that agree to curtail their investment management and advisory services to a
limited range of accounts. I. Under the Proposa~ thrift fiduciary accounts are segregated

into two categories. Thrifts dI8t p-ovide services to accounts that include only traditional
trust, estate, and guardianship accounts would be exempt from registration. Thrifts

providing services to accounts that include investment management agency accounts and
other accounts that die SEC bas defined u DOt being for a fiduciary purpose would be

required to register as an investment adviser. The practical effect of this approach is that
it provides an extremely limited exemption that is beneficial to few, if any, thrifts. In

fact, as stated previously, we ~ aw~ of no IAA -regista'ed thrifts that would benefit

from the Proposal and only one thrift that would avoid IAA registration if the Proposal is
implemented in its current fonn. Given me limited benefit to one thrift and the clearly

detrimental impact of the Proposal to all other dIri~ we DOte d1at a more approptaate

manner to address the issues raised by the one institution may be a no-action letter radler

than a regulation implementing policy that carries the full force and effect of law.

While the Proposal would apply the federal securities laws in two differalt
mannen depending on the business operations of a thri~ there is no distinction between

these two categories of accounts under the Home Owners' Loan Act (HOLA) and OTS

regulations applicable to thrifts. The accounts in bodI categories are fiduciary KCOmts

that receive the same protections under the HOLA and OTS regulations and are subject to

similar examination scrutiny. There is no logical basis why thrifts, unlike banks, need
duplicative regulatory oversight by the SEC of account activities that OTS already

supervises and examines. This is far from functional regulation, but ratha' over-

regulation that accomplishes nothing in the way of a legitimate policy objective.

Limiting the types of accounts for which a thrift may provide invesbnent
management and advisory services to avoid lAA registration has the likely effect of

negating any meaningful exemption. Generally, institutions will not opt to alter dle trust
and asset management business line and then decide to forego the most profitable aspects

of the business activity. In fact, from a safety and soundness standpoint, we would have

to question the rationale behind such an approach. Based on our experience and

observations in coDn=ion widt the oversight and supervision of thrift tnIst operations,
however, the most profitable aspects of the bUst and asset management business line are

14. In 8ddki.-. dwifta would be ~ in ft8~ ..I..~,; 8dYiIory .-.k:es dwy 0«8'.
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represented by the accounts that the Proposal would require thrifts to remove from their
books to avoid lAA registration. For several of the largest thrifts with trust powers,

income from dle accounts that dle Proposal would require thrifts to exclude to avoid IAA

registration represents over SO pel'CeDt of tile institution's total income.

Thrifts providing investment management and advisory services should be
encouraged to do so to the fullest extent practicable by maximizing profits and without
concern for arbitrary triggers that could significantly increase their compliance costs and
supavision. This is particularly important from a regulatory burden reduction
perspective when you consider that a bank competitor will incur none of the regulatory

costs and burdens imposed on a thrift for engaging in exactly the same activities.

Other A'Deets of .be Prooosal

SEC Acceu to Thrift Records

Another troubling ~ of the Proposal is the requirel

thrifts provide access to die SEC to all of die institution's trust department records. The

Proposal provides that continued access to these records will pennit the SEC to detennine

whether a thrift has defrauded advisory clients, for example, by failing to disclose

misallocations of initial public offerings « odter trades in favor of other trust department
clients.

Access to records and infonnation not covered by IAA regis1l'ation is contrary to

the deference and examination limitations established under section 111 of the OLBA.
lAA-registered thrifts already experience problems with SEC examiners requesting

information regarding instiwtion policies that extend well beyond trust depal1ment
activities. As noted previously, if it has any eff~ section 111 is intended to avoid

duplicative oversight and regulation of depository institution activities by the SEC. In
addition" OTS bas exclusive visitorial powas over thrifts. SEC access to dJrift records or

other infonnation not covered by IAA registration is inconsistent with this ~ty and
would intrude upon OTS's exclusive jurisdiction of these activities. Thrifts with trust
powers are already subject to regular and frequent safety and soundness ~A~i~tions by

OTS that include a review of the institution.s consumer compliance practi~ an OTS

trust examination and an OTS examination of the institution's infonnation technology

programs and compliance systems.

Dent that IAA-rlCgistered
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Increased Administntive BurdeDI Under the Proposal

Among the most significant aspects of die Proposal is the fact - in many

respects. it will increase the administrative burden imposed on thrifts engaged in trust
activities. The Proposal creates and defmes a new category of trust accounts for thrifts
that does not otherwise exist. The new category, refened to as "fiduciary purpose

accounts, " are the only trust accounts for which a thrift may JX'Ovide investmmt advisory

services without being subject to 1M registration. Such accounts must be established

and maintained for an underlying "fiduciary" reason; but the Proposal provides that an
account established primarily for "money management" lacks an unda'lying fiduciary

P'1rpose and cannot meet this requirement. Ironically. in describina accounts that are

deemed to be for money management purposes, ., the Proposal DOtes that activities related

to these accounts fall within the OTS definition of "fiduciary capacities." Instead of

def'elTing to OTS on the fiduciary status of these accounts, as would the COUl1S,16 the

Pr'OpOlal states that "it is ~~ry , however, to look beyond dlese designations for

purpos~ of our analysis of federal securities law and any exemption for thrifts under the

[1AA].,,17

Complicating die matter is die fact that die Proposal does not pennit a thrift to rely

on fiduciary capacity, or even whether an account falls into one of the listed categories in
the Proposal, in distinguishing between a "fiduciary purpose" versus a "money

m~ement purpose." Instead, the Proposal provides that "[ w ]bether a customer

establishes a tnIst, or other accoWlt, for a fiduciary pIrpose depends not only on die tenDs
of the trust instrument (or other documents establishing the account), but also on other
facts and circumstances concerning the creation and use of the account.".' Given the
vague notions surrounding intent, this approach presents significant issues that will aeate

difficulties for thrifts in detcnnining how to categorize particular accounts. OTS and the

other FBAs utilize "fiduciary capacity" because it presents a bright line for institutions to

follow. A thrift providing trustee services knows it is acting in a fiduciary capacity under

OTS regulations and understands what is required to meet its fiduciary obligations.

15. 'n- _hMie ~.-cY ~~~~I. ~ i~~R" ~~-.:.~ ~~~e.-. ~ --. ERJSA a"..cI. '"nbbt... In-. - ~ revoc8ble iater-viws tn8tI.

16. Co.InI MVC loft' held thIt 8IY i~...ble conI8ruction of. ~~ -- ~ by 8ft II8IC)' ch8pd

~ eaf...~~ ofd8 ~ be Ji~.,.. weilbt. See,.-aIIY. CJ.vn8 v. NatIIraIRM. Def- ~
...467 U.5.137 (1914).
17.69"' 25771.25781._32-
II. 69 Fed. ... 2'771. 2.5712, - 50.
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Thrifts provide investment advisory services for many difTcrmt types of customer
accounts. Some may be "fiduciary purpose accounts" as dcfmed in the Proposal, and
some may be "money management purpose accounts." Regardless of the type of trust

account involved, thrifts providing investment advisory services are subject to significant
fiduciary standards of care that extend to all trust account holders. Under OTS

regulations, thrifts providing investment services are acting in a fiduciary capacity .19 The
fiduciary designation-not the account type-triggers OTS regulatory protections, as

well as the protections afforded by state trust laws and common law. In monitoring thrift
trust operatio~ OTS conducts comprehensive examinations of all dJrift fiduciary

activities. These examinations are perfonned by experienced, well-trained OTS

examiners, utilizing the same rating scale and risk focused approach used by the FBAs.

Given that the protections under OTS regulations, state trust laws and common

law are the same for all fiduciary accounts, and the fact that distinctions between account
types under the Proposal win likely increase the burden imposed on both IAA-registered
and IAA-exempt thrifts, ~ appears to be little supportable justification for the

Proposal's artificial and arbitrary distinction between "fiduciary purpose ~ts" and

"money management purpose accounts."

Purported Cost Savings

As noted in the Proposal, many thrifts will be forced to maintain their existing

IAA registration because of the scope of their ongoing trust advisory activities. While

the Proposal purports to lessen the regulatory burden and expenses for lAA -registered

thrifts ~~u-ee IAA requiremmts would DO longer apply to customer accounts not
covered by the Proposal, the only expense reduction would be for accOWlt specific costs,
i.e., copying and mailing, related to excluded accounts. In fact, the bulk of the costs and
burden imposed on thrifts by the IAA, including registration, compliance and licensing
requirements, would continue. Any asserted cost savings are marginal, particularly given
that accounts would have to be continually monitored-by both lAA-registered and

exempt thrifts having trust operations-to detennine their account status under the

Proposal.

Conclusion

F<X' aU of the ~ articulated above, we continue to maintai~ as we have stated
in various hearings before die House Financial Services Committee and die Senate

19. 12 C.F.R. t 55.30. OCC 18Ch alimi_l8Ik, ~ 12 C.F.R. f 9.2.
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Banking Committee, as well as in the numerous meetinp, convenations and

correspondence we have shared with the SEC and its staff, that anything short of equal

treatment with banks is insufficient to achieve parity for thrifts under the fAA. While we
continue to pursue legislation to achieve this objective, we remain willing to explore
ways to achieve this goal pursuant to the type of rolemaking envisioned by Senator Bayb

in August 2000. In this regard, we ask that the SEC provide us with the opportunity to

appear before the full Commission to presmt our views on the Proposal prior to taking
any action to finaliz.e die Proposal in its CUrra1t form.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Proposal. We would be happy

to discuss any aspect of these comments at your CODvenimce.

Sincerely,

~~~
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